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Anti -smoking
group fueled by
two students

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3, 2002

Family of Stayner victims speak

By Melinda Latham
Daily Staff Writer
The campus representatives of COUGH are determined
to make this campus smoke-free.
All two of them.
Karis Bituin, a senior occupational therapy major, and
Dennis Acha, a graduate student in public health, are the
San Jose State University representatives of the antismolcing organization COUGH, which stands for
Campuses Organized and United for Good Health.
The organization was created in April during a meeting
of eight representatives of eight CSU campuses. Bituin
said there were three goals of the organization.
The first goal, to delegate smoking policy to the CSU
presidents, was acheived last July when the CSU trustees
gave presidents authority to outline smoking policies.
The other two goals, Bituin said, are to create a rule that
requires smokers to stay outside of a 20-foot radius frotn
any building and to eventually create a smoke-free campus.
Bituin, also a peer educator at the Peer Health
Education Program, said she would hope to see more people get involved.
"We’re really glad that this thing has been noticed," she said.
Acha, the other member of COUGH, works for thc
American Lung Association and directs a college project
called "Mind the Gap," which informs college students
about the dangers of smoking.
He explained why the group is demanding a 20-foot
radius, which is larger than the current 15-foot radius thc
university policy outlines.
"Research shows that 20 feet is the safest distance, minimum," Acha said.
However, Acha said the current policy is not being
enforced. SJSU president Robert Caret acknowledged the
situation and said that the University Police Department
is occupied with other tasks.
"The big problem is not the policy but enforcing it,"
Caret said.
Caret said that at SJSU, the academic senate is in charge
of creating the smoking policy. He also said he doubted
that SJSU would become a smoke-free campus.
However, Bituin and Acha both said that the ultimate
goal is to make SJSU a smoke-free campus, tentatively by
the end of 2004.
"I think it would be very feasible," Acha said. "A lot of
people are being exposed to second-hand smoke. People
are concerned about the issues."
Dr. Oscar Battle Jr., coordinator for health edqcation,
helped COUGH develop policies. He said he wanted the
student body to be more informed.
"I’m concemed that students aren’t aware of the hazards
of smoking and second-hand smoke," Battle said.
According to the American Lung Association, over
440,000 deaths each year are attributed to smoking. Of
those, 38,053 are due to second-hand smoke.
"Somehow I wish we could have more assignments and
discussions of the effects of second-hand smoke in a classroom setting," Battle said.
COUGH has a current membership of two, but there
are hopes to get more students involved, Bituin said. The
group plans to get funding from the Peer Health
Education Program and from donations.
Battle said he was glad that COUGH was present on
campus.
"It s good to have a snident group whose concerned," he
said. "They have a lot to offer. I think they’ll do a great job."
For more information on COUGH, students can call
the Snident Health Center at 924-6120.
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Carole Carrington, the mother of Yosemite murder victim Carole Sund, holds up a photo of victims lull Sund and Silvina Pelosso, taken when they were babies.
Carrington came to MU Wednesday to talk to a media law class about how her family used the press to help solve the case of their disappearance in 1999.

Carringtons spoke to SJSU
media law dass about keeping
spotlight on missing women
By Kristin Schwarz
Daily Stall Writer
The parents and grandparents of Carole and
Juli Sund spoke to journalism students
Wednesday about how cultivating a relationship
with the media helped bring Cary Stayner to
justice.
"You can’t just go back in the bedroom and cry.
You have to get the message out," Francis
Carrington told the class.
This was the first time the couple spoke on a
college campus.
The Sunds, family friend, Silvina Pelosso, and
naturalist Joie Armstrong were all abducted
from Yosemite National Park and murdered in
February 1999.
Cary Stayner confessed to the murders of the
Sunds, Pelosso and Armstrong after
Armstrong’s decapitated body was found.

While serving his sentence for killing
Armstrong, Stayner was charged for the murders of the Sunds and Pelosso, convicted, proven
sane and now the case is in the penalty phase.
Thirty-two students in Professor Diana
Stover’s Mass Media Law class were given a
first-hand account of how Francis and Carole
Carrington kept the media’s attention on the
missing Sunds and Pelosso, which in turn kept
law enforcement officers active on the Sund and
Pelosso abductions.
The case is being tried in San Jose instead of
Mariposa County in order to be heard by an
impartial jury, according to published reports.
The Carringtons began by talking about the
experience their daughter and granddaughter
went through along with Pelosso, at times in
graphic detail.
Francis Carrington said searching for his miss
ing daughter, granddaughter and Pelosso con
sumed him immediately.
"When you have missing children and grandchildren, you think about them all the time, and
as every day went by, I was researching and trying to think of any other way that I could find
See

MEDIA, page 6

Kate Kositch, a junior majoring in public relations, and August Bartelli,
a junior majoring in photojournalism, listen to Carole and Francis
Carrington talk about the manner in which Cary Stayner murdered
their daughter and granddaughter, Carole and Juli Sund.

Special permits offered for a price Professor discusses
evolution of English

Resident parking permitsfor sale
unlawfully in the Student Union

At least one San Jose resident has tried to capitalize on
the parking struggles of students on campus by attempting to sell them city parking permits, according to the Sail
Jose Department of Transportation.
According to Hossein Rahnema, a civil engineer and
manager of residential parking programs for San Jose, an
ad was recently posted on the Student Union bulletin
board targeting students with an offer to purchase residential permits for the Horace Mann neighborhood. The
Department of Transportation was notified.
"Someone called our office to report it," he said.
He said only people who prove their neighborhood residency can purchase permits.
"Of the 10 permitting areas in San Jose, three are near
SJSU," Rahnema said. "They are the South University
neighborhood, University neighborhood and Horace
Mann."
Ile said residents who live in these neighborhoods occasionally try to purchase extra permits for friends or try to
sell them to students, which is illegal.
.
"Residents arc not allowed to sell or transfer permits,
See

PERMITS, page 6

yet seen.
"It’s such an interesting topic that
people don’t consider until she
engages us thoughtfully with all the
research
she has compiled,"
McDermand said.
Though
her
first book, "Grammar
By Devin O’Donnell
Wars: Language as a Cultural
Daily Staff Writer
Background in Seventeenth -and
There weren’t enough chairs to seat Eighteenrh-century England," has
those who came to hear professor of two literary award nominations,
English and comparative literature Mitchell’s topic focused more on the
Linda Mitchell discuss hcr second research of her second book.
Continuing the emphasis in the evohook Wednesday where the library
hosted the University Scholars Series lution of early modern English,
Mitchell’s second book cites a workin the Stcinbeck Research Center.
Bob McDermand, head of outreach ing title of "Dictionaries and the
for the library, said the University Dynamic of Cultural Change in
Eighteenth Scholar Series was started by Pnwost Seventeenth -and
Marshall Goodman in spring of 2002 Century England."
"During this period of history, the
and has continued with more speakEnglish language underwent emend
ing events for this fall.
"I was surprised at the large change% as a result of beginning to
replace 1.atin, which lead to socioecoturnout," ’Mitchell said.
With more than 70 people attending nomic change on a much grander
the presentation, McDermand said it scale," Mitchell said. "Language is
was thc biggest crowd the series has
See MITCHELL,page 6

Lecture was a part of
the University
Scholars Series

By Bryn Graziano
Daily Stall Writer

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY JASHONG KING ’ DAILY STAFF

With limited parking options available this semester, at least one resident near campus
has tried to take advantage of the situation by posting a card advertising his residential
permit for sale on the Student Union bulletin board. An SJSU student removed the card
from the board and brought it to the Daily. This photo is an illustration.
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Aussie life lessons: Defeat shows us our true friends
Junk tbod? Check
Beer? Check.
Blind naive passion? Check.
A universal friendship? Double-check.
Athletics are a language spoken globally.
If I woke up in Havana tomorrow morning, I would be able
to set aside any political or cultural differences with the locals
by way of a baseball and bat.
Last Friday, our managing editor Dray, his roommate Geoff,
a staff photographer Stanley and I gathered in front of Dray’s
television to watch the Grand Final the title match of
Australian Rules Football.
Our host for the night was another of our photographers
Anthony, a Melbourne native and dyed-in-the-wool
Collingwood Magpies supporter.
In the weeks leading up to the game, Anthony had been
pumping up his Magpies so much that he had tumed Dray
and I into instant supporters.
By the time kickoff approached, we were literally foaming at
the mouth. We were so eager to watch the Pies lcick Brisbane’s
ass.
The good news for Anthony? Collingwood was making its
first finals appearance in 12 years.
The bad news? He was halfway around the world to experience it.

Letter I
An un-concluding postscript
Note: This letter is the conclusion of letters printed on
Sept. 16 and Sept. 23, 2002 tided "A letter to a Pakistani
friend" and "Is it Alla vs. Bhagwan?"
What is a pacifist? Someone saying no to force?
Contemplating the hate and hate relationship between the
two countries, I had dreaded having to choose between
murdering and getting murdered.
Political reality is WO important to be left to the politicians. We tend to overlook the basic necessities of the
average Joes. Inasmuch as I love my culture, at times, I was
less patriotic than usual. I hold no brief for the Indian government, much less for the RSS, the SS, the BD, the VHP
et al. Just craving to hear you’re not overly nationalistic.
Let us not self-congratulate by calling the "two nuclear
neighbors," making a joke of India Sc. Pakistan. You see,
Australia, Canada, Germany, Italy, Japan, Switzerland
none are nuclear, not for a lack of funds or know-how.
They know--and know damn wellwhere to invest their
resources.
The founder of your country, Quaid-i-Azarn M.A.
Jinnah, envisioned a secular and democratic Palcistan. His
early lessons were taken at the feet of the populist Tilak;
Jinnah’s Mumbai-based grandson yvas a Yoga hobbyist. It
is ironic the great lqbal created the evergreen "Sare Jahan
Se Accha, Hindostan Namara" anthem before becoming a

protagonist of the great divide.
They say life goes on despite what we do or don’t do. If
we stay late or get up early, life still flows at the same pace.
It takes long to learn to live, and by the time we learn, our
thne is up. That is when we pass the legacy or so we imagine.
And do we know what we are fighting for? What anybody is fighting for? Do they know? You bet, they don’t.
And we don’t lcnow either. In closing, I quote from a
Marathi poet:
I should like to know more than I know,
knowing knowledge is not enough;
I should like to feel more deeply than I feel,
lcnowing feeling is ephemeral;
I should like to will my will,
knowing willing is valueless.
This is aspiration without technique,
The birth of a quiet storm.
The Himalayan snow has melted already. Peace may
soon become a dirty word. Before it’s late...maybe another round of coffee. It will be on me.
So long.
Bhaiyya Joshi
former lecturer
cybernetic systems

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for
entries is noon three working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in
the Spartan Daib, office in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209. Space restrictions may require editing
of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

TODAY
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located at
10th and San Carlos streets next to
Robert’s Boolcstore. Mass times are
12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday and at
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Sunday. For
more information contact Sister
Marcia at 938-1610.

Engineering Graduate Studies
Weeldy symposium on leading
technologies. Francine Chen
speaks on "Toward More Natural
Information Access." From noon
to 1 p.m. in the Engineering
building, Room 189. For more
information contact Ahmed
Hambaba in the Computer
Engineering Department at 9243959.

School of Art and Design
The School of Art and Design
will be having student galleries and
art exhibitions through Friday. The
exhibition will run from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. in the Art and Industrial
Studies buildings. For more information contact Bill or Nicole at
924-4330.

School of Music and Dance
Concert for World Peace A
California Arts Day Celebration.
Concert begins at 7:30 p.m. in the
Music Building concert hall. For
more information contact Eddie
Gale at 294-3173.

International Programs and
Services
There will be a Study Abroad fair
from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. on the
7th Street Plaza. For more information contact Ali at 924-5931.
Career Center
The Career Center will be taking
drop-in appointments from 1:30
p.m. to 3:30 p.m. in the Career
Center, Building F. For more
information contact the Career
Resource Center at 924-6031.
Career Center
The deadline for the
Tech./Business fair is Thursday at
5 p.m. For more information contact the Career Resource Center at
924-6031.
Career Center
The Career Center presents:
How to Make a Job Fair Work For
You. From 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. in the
Almaden room in the Student
Union. For more information contact the Career Resource Center at
924-6031.

Asian Baptist Student Koinonia
ABSK is having a bible study at
7 p.m. in the Guadalupe room in
the Student Union. For more
information contact Bryan at 2557701.

FRIDAY
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located at
10th and San Carlos strects next to
Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times are
12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday and at
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Sunday. For
more information contact Sister
Marcia at 938-1610.
School of Art and Design
’The School of Art and De sign
will be having student galleries and
art exhibitions. ’The achibition will
run from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Art and Industrial Studies buildings. For more information contact
Bill or Nicole at 924-4330.
A.S. Campus Recreation
There is an intramural sports
special event: punt/pass contest at

1:30 p.m. at South Campus. For
more information contact Rita
Chandler at 924-6266.
SJSPIRIT.ORG
SJSPIRITORG presents: Go
Take a Hilce. 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. call
for more location and to carpool.
For more information contact
Chaplain Roger at 605-1687.
Akbayan
Pilipino-American organization
of SJSU presents Ma"Boo"hay, the
second annual talent showcase.
Begins at 7 p.m. in the Barrett
Bathriom in the Student Union.
For more information, checic the
Akbayan web site www.akbayansjsu.i-p.com.
Career Center
The Career Center will be taking
drop-in appointments from 1:30
p.m. to 3:30 p.m. in the Career
Center, Building F. For more
information contact the Career
Resource Center at 924-6031.
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Chrit Giocuannetti is a
Spartan Dai6, Sports Editor.
’No Shame’ appears Thursdays.

CENTURY DIGITAL BOY

Baseball: continuity, fun
and life experiences
It’s October again.
a year to understand what the players were bitching about.
’This month holds a lot of meaning to different people for
I was heartbroken, as were many other young fans.
I boycotted baseball for the next two seasons.
different reasons.
For some, it means winter is around the comer.
When I finally found my way bacic, I was one of few.
For me, it means baseball begins to heat up.
The ’Sticic was nearly empty after that, and the Giants were
October baseball is always fim because anything can hap- newer quite the sarne.
pen.
That is, until the 2000 season, when they moved to the new
This year is especially exciting because the Giants are back ballpark.
in the postseason.
Pacific Bell Park was a real baseball stadium, not intended
As I write this, they have just finished game one of their for any other use, and it was and still is a beautiful thing.
Once again I was there with my dad and my brothers in the
National League divisional series with a victory over the
opening week of the 2000 season. It was suphated Atlanta Braves.
posed to be a showdown between the Giants
I love baseball, and I can still remember
and the Diamondbacks, but it was instead the
the first time I went to a ball game.
first and, I think, only official rainout at
It was in the summer after third grade,
Pacific Bell Park.
and I had won four tickets to an Oaldand
We waited for then President Clinton and
A’s game against the Cleveland Indians.
daughter Chelsea to make their appearance,
Mostly what I remember was my dad
and the game was called.
packing my brothers, aged five and three,
Then last October, I was back with my dad
and I into the car for a hot sununer day in
and my brothers enjoying the hot sun in the
the upper deck of the Oaldand Coliseum.
same part of the upper deck of the Coliseum
The hot dogs were great (before I found
with my dad and my brothers for game three
out what they were made of) arid the
of the A’s divisional series against the New
lemonade flowed that day.
MIKE C ORPOS
I was witness to my first major league
York Yankees.
home nib
fttak McGwire hammEred.‘
This time it Was a bit different.
It was about a month after Sept. 11, and many of us had
one into the stands and trotted the bases to the tune of
learned what baseball could do for a hurting nation.
Michael Jackson’s "Beat It."
It was a good day to be eight years old.
Before Sept. 11 we all sort of rook things like baseball for
In the following years, we went to a number of games, granted. After that we knew a bit better that nothing we have
learning to love the game for what it was, and sometimes is free.
The A’s lost that game and ultimately the series. The fact
what it wasn’t.
I remember countless nights over the years, freezing my ass the A’s lost took a back seat to the fact that after so many
off at Candlestick Park, watching the Giants run over what- years, I have come to appreciate the game that much more.
ever poor fools they happened to be playing.
And now there’s the 2002 season.
Then there was the 1989 World Series, a Bay Area sports
It was almost stopped by another strike, but at the last secfan’s drearn come true, even if the Giants did lose in four ond said strike was averted.
games.
It WES another magical season, one in which I saw my team
The Loma Prieta earthquake was that year, and I was 12 recover from a seemingly insurmountable deficit to almost
years old at the time.
win the division, and still make the playoffs.
That was the first time in my memory the World Series was
I was at Pacific Bell Park the night Barry Bonds hit his
postponed.
600th home run.
I kept going to games with my family and loving every
That was the crovming moment of my baseball years. My
minute of it, even if it was below 50 degrees at the ’Stick and dad told me about the "Shot Heard ’Round the World" in
the Giants were losing.
1951, and I would have to say this was pretty close to that
Then there was the 1994 season. The Giants were finally level.
back in the hunt, Matt Williams was well on his way to
It was the epitome of everything I loved about the game to
breaking the single-season home run record, and all was right that point and everything I continue to love about it.
vith my baseball world.
’Then the unthinkable happened.The players went on strike
Mike Corpos is the
because they wanted to be able to make as much money as
Spartan Dai6, Opinion Editor.
they possibly could.
’Digital Boy’ appears Thursdays.
It’s sort of hard for a 17-year-old who makes maybe S1000

ANOTHER DIMENTIAN I JONAH PTAK

Career Center
The Career Center presents:
How to Make a job Fair Work For
You. From 12:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.
in the Almaden room in the
Student Union. For more information contact the Career Resource
Center at 924-6031.
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SATURDAY
A.S. Campus Recreation
The Adventure group is taking a
hilce at Big Basin State Park from7
a.m. to 4 p.m. FOr MOM infomiation contact Matt McNamara at
924-6217.
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Asian Baptist Student Koinonia
ABSK is having a picnic at noon
at the I.JC Santa Cruz campus.
Pick-up in from of Joe West at 11
a.m. For more information contact
Maria at 482-5183.
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After the United States dropped its 1-0 decision to
Germany at the 2002 World Cup, a loss that bounced the
Americans from the tournament, I felt just as heart brolcen.
The upstart Arnericans laid waste to two world powers
before falling on the South Korean pitch to the Germans.
The loss was so personally devastating that after the match
concluded at 6:30 a.m., I had to walk around campus twice
because I was so wound up from the game.
In my head I replayed every scoring chance the Americans
had missed.
Whik covering the San Jose State University football game
the night after the Grand Final, I sat in the press box and
wondered if the five of us would have become as close if
Collingwood had blown out Brisbane.
No, I concluded.
You learn more about yourself in defeat than you do in victory
In times of war, you learn who your true friends are.
If I happen to be in Australia next fall when the San
Francisco Giants are in the World Series, I’ll know exactly
who to watch the game with.

We jeered the Lions. When Anthony mentioned that the
No matter. We were his friends and drinking buddies away
from home even if we unworldly Americans had no idea league had suspended one of the Lions’ players last season for
beating his wife, we refened to him as "that (expletive) wifewhat was going on during the match.
More importantly, we were also his outlet. If he had been beater" each time he touched the ball.
He wasn’t one of us, he was an outsider. He
back home, he might have watched the
had no morals. He was nothing more than a
match in a pub with his friends or at
criminal and that night we despised him for his
home with his family. On this particular
activities.
night, his connection was with us.
Brisbane kicked the go-ahead score with six
According to Anthony, Collingwood
minutes remaining and extended its lead to 75was a severe underdog in the eyes of
66 three minutes later on a score by the wifeAustralian gambling houses. Even if we
beater.
didn’t know every nuance of the game, we
In the same breath, we cursed his mune and
fed off of this. We wanted to startle the
rooted, begged and pleaded for Collingwood to
AFL world.
score an equalizer.
The mood became more palpable as the
It never came.
game wore on. By the time the fourth
CHRIS GIOVANNETTI
When the fanal gun sounded at the
quarter got underway, we were cheering
Melbourne Cricket Ground half a world away,
each Collingwood score with a round of
high-fives. As we became more intoxicated, we wekomed the four Arnericans collapsed in our seats, exhausted from the
scores by jumping up and down in a circle and exchanging a effort we had put into cheering the Magpies on.
series of awlcward hugs. Don’t ask.
I looked over at Anthony who was beside himself. Without
Conversely, when Collingwood came away with just one a word, he walked out the backdoor and sat down in the
point instead of six or missed a scoring chance completely, we driveway, taking the loss in.
did our best to console Anthony.
As I watched him from Dray’s kitchen window, 1 saw a bit
"Hey, at least we got one," I said on a number of occasions. of myself.

SPARTAN DAILY (USPSIS09-480)
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OPINION PAGE POUCY I Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the Opinion page with a letter to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a 200-vmrd response to an issue or a point
of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
A viewpoint is the same as a letter to the editor, accept it is a 400-word
to an ism ar point of view duit has appeared in the Spartui Duly.
"TuZenissions become pmperty of the Spartan Daily and may be
edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length. Submissions must contain the author’s name, address, phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be placed in the Letters to the F.ditor box at the
Spartan 1)aily office in 1)wight Bentel Hall, Room 209, sent by fax
to (408) 924-3237, e-mail at SDAILYiPjmc.sjsu.edu or mailed to
the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and Mass
Communications, San Jose State University, ()ne Washington
Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Edtiorials are written by, and are the consenaus of the Spartan
Daily editors, not the staff
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect
the views of the Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism and Masa
Communications, or SJSU.
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San Jose State University (3-2) at Southern Methodist University (0-5)
Noon, Saturday at Gerald J. Ford Stadium, Dallas

Signing day stars lead Spartans into SMU matchup
By Chris Giovannetti
Daily Sports Editor
Preceding the 2001 football season
Fitz Hill had to play the hand dealt
to him.
But after a season-ending loss t,)
Stanford University that capped a 3
9 season, the San Jose State
University head coach vowed that he
and his staff would tum the program
around through recruiting.
SPARTAN FOOTBALL

IN THE

RED ZONE
NOTEBOOK

One yea and 25 rc,ruits later, 11111
and his Spartans are the ones dealing
the cards.
"Everybody makes (junior college )
comments, but the truth is that if you
don’t utilize the JC system, you’r,
only hurting yourself," Hill said. "Y0))
have 30 million people in California
alone. They can’t all go Division I."
’The nucleus of the group inked on
signing day on Feb. 15 is the same
collection of players shouldering the
offensive load this season.
The Spartans most important pickup was quarterback Scott Rislov, who
Hill publicly named the team’s No. 1
quarterback following his 24-for-35,
324 yard passing performance in
Saturday’s 58-24 victory over the
University of Texas-El Paso.
"He’s a smart guy. We’re grateful
he’s here. We were the only I -A
school to offer him a scholarship, and
he’s made an impact for us," Hill said
of Rislov, who transferred from
Ellsworth (Iowa) College and has
started every game for the Spartans
this season.
In two seasons at Navarro (Texas)
Junior College, Kendrick Starling
posted back-to-back 1,000-yard
receiving seasons. The junior signed
with Marshall University where his
athleticism earned him the label of
"the next Randy Moss."
Starling left the Mid-American
Conference school before playing
with the Thundering Herd and was
scouted by Hill and his staff.
Starling has emerged as the
Spartans leading receiver, averaging

The book on ... SMU
Nickname: Mustangs
SPIRITUAL
Location:
Dallas, Texas
Colors: Red, blue, white
Conference: Western Athletic
Home field: Gerald J. Ford Stadium, 32,000, grass
2002 record: 0-1 WAC, 0-5 overall (Aug. 31: 38-7 loss
to Navy; Sept. 7: 24-14 loss to Texas Tech; Sept. 14:
17-6 loss at Texas Chritian; Sept. 21: 52-16 loss at
Oklahoma State; Sept. 28: 42-10 loss at Hawai’i).
2001 record: 4-7 overall, 4-4 WAC (Sixth place).
Head coach: Phil Bennett, Texas A&M, 1978 (0-5, one
season).
Players to watch (2002 statistics listed): Jr. running back Keylon Kincade (527 yards on 137 attempts,
two touchdowns. WAC leader with 105.4 yards per
ivai
game).
Offense: One back
Defense: 4-3
14.8 yards per catch and 70.8 yards
per game.
At 56.2 yards
per gamejamall
Broussard is the
Spartans second
leading receiver.
He joined SJSU
after one season
at Texas Tech
University and
another at the
College of the
Canyons
in
Santa Clarita.
Starling
At 6-foot 7inches, Courtney Anderson is the
tallest tight end in Spartan history.
His height has given Rislov a viable
tariget.
rue freshman Trestin George has
made an impact for the Spartans on
both sides of the bail. He has 13
tackles on the year as a defensive back
and is the second leading rusher
behind sophomore Lamar Ferguson
with 106 total yards.
"I hoped they would have come in
an made an immediate impact. We
couldn’t afford to red shirt anyone,"
Hill said. "We’re going to try to
(bring in large numbers) every year.
It’ll bc two more years before the tal-

ent level gets deep enough so we
don’t feel like we’re on pins and needles every game."
The Spartans enter Saturday’s
matchup at Southern Methodist
University looking to avenge a 24-17
loss suffered at the hands of the
Mustangs during last year’s home
opener.
As their 0-5 record attests, the
Mustangs have had a rough 2002
season.
Injuries have crushed the SMU
offense as the Mustangs are down to
their third string quarterback, red
shirt freshman Tate Wallis.
In the Mustangs’ most recent loss, a
42-10 drubbing at the University of
Hawai’i, SMU endured two 14-point
swings following turnovers, had a
punt blocked for a touchdovm and
had an interception returned for a
touchdown.
"Early on, we played well against
Texas Tech (24-14 loss) and TCU
(17-6 loss), but since then we’ve been
inconsistent, especially at the querterback position," Bennett said. "We
haven’t been consistent at stopping
the run or the pass. Overall, we
haven’t played to our potential."
Despite all of this, Hill is once
again worried about possible compla-

Giants hold on off Braves; A’s even series
ATLAN1A (AP) Barry Bonds
stole a glance at the video board AS he
trudged off the field, grinning in disbelief as he watched the replay of Andruw
Jones tuming a homer into an out.
Another postseason disappointment
for the games greatest player? Nah.
Bonds didn’t have to come up big in
Game 1 of the NI, division playoffs.
His San Francisco teammates knocked
around Atlanta’s heralded pitching
staff; Russ Ortiz threw seven strong
innings and the Giants held on for an
8-5 victory, over the Braves on
Wednesday.
"That’s how we’ve been playing all
sea.son," Reggie Sanders said. "You just
haven’t noticed it. We’re hot."
Bonds, who came in with a .1%
postseason average, was limited to a
meaningless single in the third. Ile hit
a drive in the eighth that cleared the
center-field wall, but perennial Gold
Closer Jones leaped above the yellow
line to make the catch.
San Francisco grabbed a crucial edge
in the best-of-5 series against the East
champion Braves, who led the league
with 101 wins in claiming their I lth
straight division title.
(lame 2 is lliursday night, with Kirk
Rueter starting for the Giants against
Kevin Millwood.
OAICLAND 9, MINNESOTA 1:
At Oaldand, behind Mark Mulder’s
steady pitching and a whole lot of
timely hitting, everything was back to
normal for the Oakland Athletics.
I)avid Justice’s bases-loaded triple
highlighted Oakland’s 14-hit barrage,
and Mulder pitched six stmng innings
as the A’s beat the Minnesota Twins 9
1 Wednesday to even their Al, divi
sion series at one game apiece.
Eric Chavez had a three-run homer,
and rookie Nlark Ellis got three hits as
Oakland emphatically replied to the
Twins’ 7-5 comeback victory in Game
1 with a tremendous offensive game
against Joe Mays (0-1) and the Twins’
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4082419575
We look forward to seeing you.

bullpen.
Each of the first seven hitters in
()aldand’s lineup got an extra-base hit
as the A’s jumped to an 8-0 lead after
four innings. Justice, the most prolific
run -producer in p1.1%off history, added

three more RBIs to his record total
during Oakland’s five-run fourth.
Game 3 is Friday at the Metrodome,
where 23-game winner Barry Zito will
face Rick Reed, one of the Twins’ two
stseason veterans.
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Arizona State University, Auburn
University and Oregon State
University are
tied for second
nationally with
18 takeaways
each.
Safety Gerald
Jones leads the
team in takewith
aways
seven. His six
interceptions on
the season lead
all of Division
Jones
I-A.
"The reason they’re winning is that
they’re taking the ball away," Bennett
said. "They had six turnovers against
UTEP and just blew them away."
OF NOTE: Kick returned and wide
receiver Charles Pauley, the reigning
WAC Special Teams Player of the
Week, leads the nation in kickoff
returns at 42.8 yards per return ...
With the 58-24 victory over UTEP,
the 2002 Spartans became just the
10th team in school history to record
three victories by the end of October
... The series against SMU is tied 11 with each school having a road win
to its credit. SJSU’s came in 2000
with a 35-10 victory in Dallas ...
There is no televised coverage of the
SJSU-SMU game. The matchup can
be heard live on KLIV-AM 1590
with the pre-game show beginning at
11:30 a.m.

Take some, take some MOM
The Spartans lead the nation in
takeaways with 22 on the season, a
factor that has greatly influenced
their winning percentage.
Sixty-five of the Spartans 165
points have come from opponents’
turnovers.
"We practice takeaways everyday in
practice. We swarm to the ball,
there’s no loafs out there. It always
seem like there’s five of our guys for
every one of their guys when there’s a
loose ball," Powell said. "I love to get
turnovers. I love to watch the offense
go out there with all of their speed
and score while (the defense) goes
and gets a cup of Gatorade."

The week
in the WAC

STANDINGS

Fooreau.
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W
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HAWAI1
535U

2
1

0
0

3-1
3-2
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1
1
1

0

2-2

0
0

2-3
2-3
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0
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3-1
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0

1

TULSA
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0

1

0-5
0-5

0

Rice

0

2
2

1-4
0-4

THROUGH Ocr. 2

Oct. 4 games;
Colorado St. at Fresno St., 5 p.m.

Oct. 5 ganxesz
SJSU at SMU, noon*
Hawai’i at Boise St., 5:05 p.m.*
La. Tech at Rice, 5 p.m.*
UTEP at New Mexico St., 6 p.m.
Nevada at UNLV, 7 p.m.
’Denotes WAC game

Authentic Mexican Food
"11/441Z
Come On In
Try Something
Healthy
& Fresh...
alipur New
LAlitionl

AN._

alOdb
*Tortas
*Juices
*Breakfast

505 E. San Carlos St. (408) 971-2568
p (Corner of 11 St. Close to San Jose State)

Get to class on time...
for a change.
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Why Meditate?
As couege students faculty Or busy people we live much ot our Itvea MT tr. a
dream state responding to events and to people on neany automatic routmoyed
ways it ts very easy to forget OtaSelyes lp no suntualty absent while physmally
present Cour lima can go on without us ot seems.

_

-

Morelia., and pray). help us to reclaim the loves Mat the Creator has g,ven trt
They are ways to five
from Rs center rather then trom rts edges And at Mel
center point according to the mystic& tradotons of many religions we will
encounter the great undying Spire ot the universe which many people call God

Visit Associated Students
Transportation Solutions
for alternatives to
driving alone!

Often power is assooated with talk addressed to God usualty on Me form of
requests for help lot orleS Sell and others But this os only One Of Many prac
NAM of prayer Medd/don and contemplation are other deeper forms of prayer
There os a very lony tradMon cot meditative practces m each of the world’s religions Many of the historic Dmstian onecktation thscipiones are stnkongly ’Maar
to those used by Hindus and Buddhists tor examcde For many poop. prayer
and meditabon llaM become synonymous terms on a mystical union with the
down the distinctions between the Iwo prectoces are blurred
What we gain on Pally prayer and meditaton can help us to live the met of ppr
lives from our spirituel center pools This os why SJSPIPIT otters the university
a3mmuntly tor Inaddititen Tue Wed Porn 4 to 5PM on Grace Church 484 E
SOulls Tenth we meet tor meditation and instruction We also
San Ternand0
otter n.kAs ’Alma!), weekly discussions and special events Check out web site
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10% Discount
or One Free Gift

ceng by his Spartans.
"After what happened last season,
their kids know that they’re capable
of beating San Jose State," Hill said.
"Coming out of our non-conference
schedule, I was worried about the
emotional makeup of this team.
We’re still trying to figure out how to
handle success. We’re working hard
on and off the field, talking to the
kids and making sure they get to
class."
Safety Josh Powell was more blunt
in his assessment.
"SMU is not a bad team," said
Powell, who has
27 tackles this
season. "They
can’t be judged
by their record.
It’s a home game
for them, and
they’ll be looking for their first
victory.
ai
The
lone
bright spot for
Kincade
the Mustangs
has been the
play of running back Keylon
Kincade, who has filled the absence
of ShanDerrick Charles, who bumed
SJSU for 243 rushing yards and one
touchdown last season.
"ShanDerrick was fighting back
problems this summer, and Keylon
has come in and played well," said
Bennett of Kincade, the WAC’s leading rusher at 105.4 yards per game.
"ShanDerrick should be getting back
into the mix soon. He’s getting better
and better each week."
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,ww SAM
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Free for SJSU students
Unlimited access to VTA bus and light rail
services with validated Tower Card ID
Service f or faculty and staff: S2S/6 months
Free ADA paratransit service

pir.b
COSJSU

SJSU Carpool
Share driving
Make new friends
Preferred perking at 7th St. Garage
Carpool match with SJSU students.
faculty end

staff

GpTRANSPORTATION
SOLUTIONS 0

www.ts.sjsu.edu
408 924 RIDE
ts@as.sjsu.eclu
located on the Main Floor
of the Student Union

Bicycle Enclosures
Five locations on campus
Guaranteed free perking space
Added security for your bike
Estercise by biking to SJSU
Get ccess key at
Transportation Solutions Center
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Pharcyde delivers high
times at Sunday show
By Saadia Malik
Daily Staff-Wn(er
They happily championed for the use
of marijuana and visibly energized a
Sunday night crowd with their under-

REVIEW
ground hip-hop beats at The Spy
Nightclub.
The Pharcyde, with opening acts The
High and Mighty and Afu-Ra, came to
San Jose as part of the 14-city West
Coast tour sponsored by High Times
Magazine--a publication devoted to
cannabis culture.
Pharcyde is a hip-hop group
from South Central Los Angeles with
political lyrics, which were nearly
inaudible because of the poor acoustics
at the nightclub.
It was your basic Sunday night at The
Spy Nightclub, formerly called The

Usual, except the e%elit brought a very ot the club.
diverse crowd of almost 350 attendees.
"We gotta legalize this shit," Mr. Eon
And despite the numerous attempts said. "But until we do, be careful, y’all."
from the performers to wake the
After The High and Mighty s set,
crowd up, the fans were never quite Afu-Ra took the stage wearing a Table to shake off
Shirt that read
the feeling that
"Perverted
they had to get
The fans were never quite Monks," with a
hairdo that would
up and go to
able to shake off the feel- make
work the next
turn
morning.
Medusa green
ing
that
they
had
to
get
with envy.
"Hands in the
air, net now San
But the crowd’s
up and go to work the
Jose,
Eric
vigor was not in
morning.
next
full force until
Meltzer, a.k.a.
Mr. Eon, from
the headlining
The High and
act took the
Mighty, commanded to an indifferent stage. The Pharcyde, originally a fourcrowd.
member group, now down to two, perThe High and Mighty is a duo from formed hits such as "Drop," "Passin
Philadelphia and was the first act of the Me By," and "Running."
night.
"Somebody told me San Jose was the
Inside the nightclub on 400 South weakest part of the bay," said Imani
First St., the constant waft of marijuana Wilcox ofThe Pharcyde. "But San Jose
drifted through the air as people always shows me the love. San Jose’s got
watched the performances from the bar, the sunshine and everybody’s loves the
VIP areas or from the chairs on the side sunshine."

ROBERT PATRICIAN

Singers lmani, right, and Bootie Brovvn, center, of The Pharcyde performed
Wilcox was accompanied onstage pursue solo careers, according to The
with fellow Pharryde rapper Bootie Pharcyde management.
Brown, a.k.a. Romye Robinson. Tre
"Where were you when you first
"Slimkid" Hardson and Derrik "Fatlip" heard of The Pharcyde? Smokin?
Stewart both recently left the group to Drinkin? Lovin?" Wilcox asked the

DAILY STAFF

Sunday night at The Spy Nightclub.
crowd before playing a rendition of the
group’s hit "Drop."
Overall, it seemed the night provided
ample entertainment for the audience
until their high bumed out.
I

POPSHORTS: Rollins shares classics for benefit, Beck gets slightly unplugged
RISE ABOVE

ai
111111,14

Rise Above

Black Flag Tribute
Sanctuary Records
Screaming out new renditions of
songs previously released by Black
Flag, various artists including Iggy
Pop, Ice T, Tom Araya (Slayer’)
Corey Taylor (Slipknot,) Keith
MOITN (Circle Jerks) and Henry
Rollins himself contribute to "Rise
Above," to be released Oct. 8.
Henry Rollins’ former 1980s hit
punk band, Black Flag, was considered the premier punk band of its era.
Even non-lovers of punk can find
appealing the humor and social messages in this album.
The benefit’ albtim is intended to
raise funds for the defense of three
incarcerated young men known as
the West Memphis Three.
Rollins wanted to get involved in
the case after watching the 19%
HBO documentary "Paradise Lost"
that pleads the men’s story. The
young men, Damien Echoh, Jessie
Misskelley and Jason Baldwin, are

believed by many supporters to be
innocent of murder charges for
which they were convicted when all
three were still teenagers.
This CD compilation is a testament to the passion Rollins has for
this cause.
Lyrics in the disc’s title track, "Rise
Above," performed by Chuck D and
Rollins, practically speak to the
West Memphis Three - "Society’s
artns of control...rise above, we re
gonna rise above."
White-ribbed tank-tops on trailer
trash bubbas come to mind as Mike
Patton shouts out the story in "Six
Pack" He’s got a little bit of money
in his pocket (namely 835) and a sixpack of beer in his possession. An
unexpected guffaw busted out in
response to the last line of the song
"make it a Zima."
Anyone v/ho has ever felt the uneasy,
helpless, out-of-control weakness that
accompanies life’s downs can relate
to either version of "Nervous
Breakdown" on the album.
The machine-gun drum opening of
Keith Morris’ cover and his harddriving delivery emote mimic, headspinning anxiousness.
Ryan Adams provides the bonus
track of the same song in a starldy
contrasting account. Adams’ performance sidesteps the classic punk
sound, moving toward alternative
rock with a groan of SO1TOW and disillusionment.

Anne

Ward

Beck

Sea Change
Geffen Records
Last time Beck released an
album, the end of the 20th century
was looming, and the trash funk of
"Midnite Vultures" left listeners
excited for what he would come up
with next.
"Sea Change" is a world away
from that nonstop party-maker.
It’s a breakup album played mostly on acoustic guitar with Beck
confessing his woes in traditional
singer-songwriter fashion.
In "Lonesome Tears," he sings,
"Lonesome tears/I can’t crr them
anymore/I can’t think of what
they’re for/Oh they ruin me every
time." Reverberating stri ng
arrangements surround many of
the bittersweet folk songs, and
Beck sings in total honesty.
His voice has noticeably
improved, and everything he sings
comes out in an earnest and pn-

uine tone.
Those who depend on Beck as
one of the few who can bring the
avant-garde into the mainstream
will be slightly disappointed.
This stuff is common ground.
It doesn’t matter because the
songs are more important than the
timing.
In "Lost Cause," Beck shows his
exquisite talent in folk balladry. He
comes to the realization that his
efforts for unrequited love are useless. It’s the most beautiful song
he’s ever written.
"Round The Bend" is a doomsday
calling for the end of a relationship.
It’s moody, hollow and sounds a bit
like something from Big Star’s desolate "Third/Sister Lovers" record
- songs from which have been live
staples at some of Beck’s recent
shows. Beck sounds dangerous and
hopeless at the same time. Was this
possible before "Sea Change"?
In addition to folk artists of the
past, it’s obvious he’s been listening
to contemporaries like Will
Oldham.

There was some idea that Beck
could pull off an album like this on
his subdued "Mutations" album, but
here he reaches the peak of his sincerity and provides very little irony.
Taking a cue from Neil Young’s

idiosyncratic record transitions, Beck
continues to establish himself as an
important figure in pop.
Ali Fard
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Pop star Robbie Williams signs
multimillion dollar deal with EMI
LONDON (AP) British pop star
Robbie Williams signed an unusual
deal with record label EMI that he
says makes him "rich beyond my
wildest dreams," yet also gives the
company a share of his touring, merchandising and publishing.
Williams, lutown for hits such as
"She’s the One" and "Angels,"
announced the deal Wednesday at the
west London offices of his management company, along with Tony
Warlsworth, head of EMI in Britain.
"My mum said it would be really
uncouth of me to talk about money
but I’m rich beyond my wildest
dreams," the 28-year-old performer

said.
Under the long-term, multimillion
dollar deal, which is for a minimum of
six albums, EMI will take a cut of
Williams’ touring, merchandising and
publishing, an unusual and potentially
lucrative arrangement for the label.
Most artists get just a small percentage of the profits on record sales.
Performing live is often where the real
money is to be made.
Publishing profits also help to fill
the coffers, and as co-author of most
of his songs, Williams has benefited
from this. Some of this now looks
lilcely to go to the label.
The singer’s representatives called

the new deal a "mulnplatform"
approach to the "respective elements
of recording, live work, film and television."
Williams, who first found fame
with boy band Take That, has sold
nearly 10 million albums in Britain.
His series of No. 1 hits include
"Millennium" and "Rock DJ."
He has won 13 Brit Awards,
including nine as a solo artist, but
has yet to make much impact in the
United States.
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Your landlord’s insurance covers the apartment, but not your stuff inside.
So see me about State Farm* renters in.surance today, and protect your
valuables for about the cost of a DVD movie a month.
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Contact your local Bay Area State Farm agent,
or visit statefarm.come today.
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Inane comedy does best to succeed with "Just A Kiss
By Karen Imamura
Dady Stajj Wrtter

"This is going to be one of those terrible mistakes you can’t take back,"
said ego-maniacal television commer-

REVIEW

4)
1

cial director Dag (Ron Eldard) in his
irritatingly flat, gruff voice.
"Is there any other kind?" replied
bimbo dancer Rebecca (Marley
Shelton).
Written by co-star Patrick Breen
and directed by actor Fischer Stevens,
"Just a Kiss" portrays two colorful
New York couples. Dag and Halley
(Kyra Sedgwick) are a seemingly
happy couple, as long as Halley doesn’t know about Dag’s infidelities.
Peter (Patrick Breen) and Rebecca are
an oddly dysfunctional couple. Peter
is fixated on Rebecca as a girlfriend
while Rebecca admits to sleeping with
other men while on the road.
"Just a Kiss" begins fast and furious,
making the initial plot confusing.
Immediately switching from a tiny
room with two lovers to a taxicab on
the streets of New York and listening
to the forced accent of an Indian cab
driver aslcing for directions can be
slightly confusing.
The loose structure behind these
relationships doesn’t seem to mesh
with the common sense that most

people have. The reality of how these
relationships initially formed and have
continued up to this point is hazy. But
without the need to evaluate what is
objective and what is swanny fluff, this
movie does have a chance to make
some marks for the energy it bears.
When Dag and a brainless, sultry
vixen Rebecca kiss, they set into
motion a torrential chain of events that
gives the audience a run for their sanit),
This is a potluck of characters that
shine on opposite ends of the personality spectrum and all together equal a
myriad of psychosis.
After Rebecca reveals to everyone
that she and Dag had an intimate
moment, both couples split and they
find themselves in the arms of another
lover.
If that lover is sadomasochistic
bowling alley attendant Paula (Marisa
Tomei), or Andre (Taye Diggs), who
is another of Rebecca’s flings and blatantly open about his constipation, or
goofy stewardess Colleen (Santa
Choudhury) who is really Andre’s
wife, it causes the movie to go from
potentially mediocre to outstandingly
ridiculous.
Perhaps being ridiculous is the point
of the movie, as the film’s goal is hidden not only within the layers of infidelity, but in the dry sarcastic wit that
pervades several scenes.
Some examples of the saccharine
humor include Rebecca’s character,
who is a professional gifted dancer and
performs with a dance troupe directed

by her mother, Jessica (Zoe Caldwell)
Rebecca shows real pluck in her que,i
to commit suicide, and on her fir.t
attempt tries to overdose on Proza,
Other attempts follow.
Jessica, a former dance diva, is in no
way fit to be anyone’s role model.
one stinging remark, she says to
Rebecca, "You were a better dancer
when you were anorexic."
Peter is Rebecca’s perfect doormat
boyfriend. He is also the star of a
peanut butter commercial where he
dresses up in a massive eagle costume
and holds a jar of peanut butter precariously in one wing.
Colleen is a frequent member of the
mile-high club and a deft flowerarranger.
The end result to most of these tangled relationships is propelled by
Paula’s ever consuming need to get
closer to the peanut butter eagle.
’The addition of rotomation to this
movie creates several colorful kitschy
scenes.
Rotomation, a technique that
allows live-action footage to be animated while still maintaining the
shape and motion of the subject, is
used throughout the film with mixed
results. In some scenes the animation adds a quirky dream-like feel,
while in others the rotomation is
reminiscent of a Teletubby-goneporn video.
However, there are two redeeming
features of this movie.
First, there is Marisa Tomei as Paula.
Tomei’s acting captures the screen

Prii r ’,0URTEST OF PARAMOUNT CLASSICS
and intertwine in Fisher Stevens’ biting romantic comedy "Just A Kiss," featuring (left to right)
Marisa Tomei as Paula, Ron Eldard as Dag and Kyra Sedgwick as Halley.

Fates collide

with everything from the nuances of a
raised eyebrow, to her plain softly
scratchy voice that deceives her homicidal tendencies.
Second, there is the synopsis of the
route not talcen. After seeing the

worst that just a kiss can bring, a
rewind in time shows what would
have happened if Dag wasn’t the dog
and took control of the don’t-blinklest-you-miss-it opening kissing scene
with Rebecca.

Some sense of morality and reason
return with the second ending, tying
up a few of the loose ends caused by
the first ending.
Whatever message this movie portrays, sanity is not one of them.

CNN to get hip in search for younger viewers for news service
NEW YORK (AP) Is
CNN Headline
News down with it?
The cable network is trying, judging from an
effort emanating from its executive suite, to
think young.
CNN Headline News general manager
Rolando Santos told the San Francisco

Chronicle this week that he’s looking to MIX
"the linio of our people" words like "whack"
and "ill into newscasts to attract young
people.
The New York Daily News on Wednesday
quoted from an e-mail sent by a network manager to his headline writers, sending them a

copy of a slang dictionary so they can be "as
cutting edge" as possible.
"Please use this guide to help all you homeys
and honeys add a new flava to your tickers and
dekkos," the message said, referring to graphics on the Headline News screen.
The list of phrases included "flv," meaning

SS
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper

EMPLOYMENT
General
BALLOON CO. - PT Office Asst
needed M -F 8 am-12 pm or
M.W.F 8am-5pm Call Jana at
408-866-8206
LIBRARIAN WANTED. Prefer
MLS Supervisory/bibliographic
(OCLC,D1ALOG)
searching
required. Kessler-Hancock Info.
207 F St. Suite. B.. Davis. CA
95616. Fax: 530-756-6943.
b rian_ hancock khinf o.com.
RECEPTIONIST, M-F lmmed
opening, 2-6pm. $9 00 to start
C II R d 0 7
0566
WAREHOUSE POSMON
Available Monday - Friday
ParVFull Time 10am to 7pm
Detail oriented order puller
S8 00 per hour
Work for a company that
truly appreciates its staff
Apply in person
Monday-Friday 8am to 5pm
1404 S. 7th St. San Jose
Corner of 7th & Alma

nt
iV
Is

HELP GIRLS GROW STRONG
while you grow your skill portfolio.
After-school positrons available for
talented and energetic individuals
Visit our web site at
www.girtscoutsofscc org to find out
about current opportunities. EOE.
Girl Scouts
Where Girts Grow Strong.
THE OW SPAGHETTI FACTORY
is currently hiring part-time
servers (21 or older) No
experience required Must be
available evenings & weekends.
Please apply in person:
2:00 - 4:00pm , Mon. thru Thu.
at 51 N San Pedro. San Jose.

IV
’a

SANTA CLARA COUNTY Registrar of Voters. Poll workers
needed for the Nov. 5th election.
Compensation is $85-$115/day
Contact William Tran at
408-299-2694x2060 or email
William Tran rov co,scl.ca.us
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars. Free infor
minion. Call 203-683-0258.
ATTN: WORK FROM HOME
P/T-FiT $500-$6,000 per mo
1-866-789-9334
www wealthyandhealthy corn

a

GET PAID For Your Opinions
Eam $15-$125 per survey’
WWw dollars4opinions com
P/T, UP TO $2CWHR. preparing
mailings No selling Flexible
hours. Call 626-821-4035
Certain adyerthlMments In
them columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or add r
Information
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services
sddltIon, readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
or coupons for discount
vocations or merchandise

PSYCHOLOGY OR SOCIAL
WORK MAJORS:
HOPE Services, a non-prolit
agency which offers a variety of
quality services for adults with
developmental disabilities, is
seeking motivated, enthusiastic
people to work in our Supported
Living department. You will be
providing the support a person
with a disability needs to realize
his or her dream of independence. We have the following
opportunities:
COMPANION: Assist clients
with daily living skills. such as
grocery shopping. WI $10/hour.
Must have own transportation.
LIVE-IN CAREGIVER: You
will receive free rent in
exchange for being available 5
overnights and providing 10
hours/week training with client.
Experience is preferred.
Contact: Tony at 408-282-0485
or tbandermann 0 hopeservices
for more information. All majors
are welcome. To learn more
about HOPE, visit our website
at www.hopeservices.org.
DO YOU LOVE CANDLES?
Want to eam $25 - $35/hour +
free candles? Give me a call Letricia 408-227-1087

sexually attractive
Santos said Thursday’ that the e-mail was
designed to point out resources that might
help headline writers.
"The e-mail WaS informational, not a policy or
directive from me," Santos said. "With that said,
I should point out that I want the language used

HELP GIRLS GROW STRONG
while you grow your skill portfolio
After-school positions available for
talented and energetic individuals
Visit our web site at
wwwgirlscoutsofscc.org to find out
about current opportunities E0E,
Girl Scouts.
Where Girls Grow Strong
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company in search
of enthusiastic and energetic
individuals to work at nearby
malls, hotels & private events.
FT/PT available. We will work
around your busy school
schedule. Must have clean
DMV. Lots of fun & eam good
money. Call 408-867-7275.

UNFTY CARE. a community-based.
non-profit youth development
agency, is currently hiring for
the following positions:
FACILITATOR / PT - VAL- This
program targets youth placed in
group & foster homes by the
Juvenile Justice and Family &
Children’s Services Depts. as
well as at-risk youth in Sthool
base settings Facilitators provide
support to the class instructors
and supervision to clients in all
aspects of the program - Must
have valid CA drivers license.
position is in Palo Alto BA in
Social Sciences required (or 5
yrs exp with at-risk youth). MA
prat Internship opportunities
available. 3-8 hrs week $15.00$25.00/hr. DOEE
COUNSELORS / PT & FT Residential Counselors provide
adult guidance and consistent
standards of discipline for
dependent, delinquent or gangaffiliated youth in need of emotional support Shifts are 7am3pm & 3pm-11pm weekdays &
weekends. - Must be 21 or older
with valid CA dnvers license. 60
units or 2 yrs exp req. No felonies
$8 50-$12.00/hr DOEE.
If you feel you are a positive role
model please apply by e-mailing
your resume to hrOunitycanacom
or faxing 408-971-9820. Please
include hours/days available

ADMIN ASSISTANT / SALES
Hi -tech co seeks FT/PT hard
worker for office & sales ’teleABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY marketing assisting. Must have
good oral/verbal skills Good
Student Friendly - Will Train
oPportunity to advance
All Shifts Open - Grave Bonus
ax Resume: 408-232-7701.
408-247- 4827
BARTENDER Trainees Needed
$250day potential Local positions
$1,000’S WEEKLY!! Stuff
DELIVERY DRIVERS
1-800 293-3985 ext 559
envelopes at home for $2 each
Party rental business
plus bonuses. FT. P/T. Make
Periect for students’
$800+ weekly, guaranteed’
Eam $250 every weekend’
Free supplies. For details, sec,
Must have reliable truck or van
1 stamp to: N-28. PMB 552
Heavy Igting is required.
12021 Wilshire Bl.
408-292-7876
Los Angeles. CA 90025
LIFEGUARDS, Instructional Life
GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
Guards & Aquatic Specialists, in
SUPERIOR COURT
help needed for small exclusive
San Jose. Monday -Friday. PT
shop and kennel, PT, Tues-Sat. Pad internship - downtown SJ. Call Jacob 295-0228, Flesume
Must be reliable. honest, able to Resp: creation of case calendar. 730 Empey Way, San Jose
do physical work. Prefer exp maintenance of database, vanous 95128 or fax: 408-275-9858.
working w/ dogs. but will train. clencall admit, duties. Proficient
Great oppty for dog lover Can in Word, Excel and Access AQUATICS INSTRUCTOR
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or 20/wk, incl Thur.. Fn. Resume (Arthritis or Group Ex) Contact
and cover letter by 9/20 to Dave Ray or Kirky Kendall
Call 371-9115
nraby 0 sct. co. sa ntac la ra c a. us Central YMCA San Jose 298-1717
408-491-4799 FAX

EMPLOYMENT
Recreation

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

YOUTH SWIM TEAM AND
MASTERS COACH. Mon. &
Wed. nights (7:15-10:00pm), Sat.
afternoons (1:00-2:15). Swim
team experience and a great
attitude a must, Call tor more
info. 408-351-6326 or sublnit an
applicatith to. Central YMCA, 1717
The Alameda. San Jose. CA95126.

EMPLOYMENT
Education/Schools
ACTIVITY AIDE, PT benetitS to
work with children ages 13-22
widevelopmental disabilities in
San Jose. Monday - Friday PT.
S9.78/hr. Call Ron Halog
408-295-0228. Resume: 730
Empey Way. San Jose 95128 or
fax: 408-275-9858
TEACHERS / INSTRUCTORS
P/T instructors. elem schools.
Degree/Cred. NOT Required.
for teaching exp. Need car
V 408-287-4170 x 408 ECEPPE

RENTAL HOUSING

ENTERTAINMENT

SHAREDHOUSING

PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
Have your theses, term papers,
group projects, etc. professionally typed APA a specially.
Experienced & dependable,
Almaden/Branham area Call
Linda for an appointment at
(408) 264-4504

ORPORTUNMES

_ATIONAI, / AGENCY RATFS CALI,
_IFOlt N

408-924-3277

UCIULILILIULILEJLILILICILILILIUQUIJLIZILILIIZQUOILI
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SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF

Please check ,/
one classification:

Addr
(Ay

Stale

Phon

Zip cocky

Lost and Found’
Announcements
_Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Events
Volunteers
Fry Sale
Electronics
Wanted
F MglOghlefli
OpportunIllei

Rental Housing
_Shared Housing
_Real Estate
_Services
_ Health/Beauty
_SportsThnlls
_Insurance
_Entertainment
_Travel
_Tutonng
_Word Processing

Send cfieck or money order b: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
Mi Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall. Room 209
l Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid No refunds on canceled ads
? Rates for consecutive publication dates only
II QUESTIONS? CALL (409)924-3277
- Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm STUDENT ID REQUIRED

* Lost & Found ads ere offered free as a service to the campus community

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

WORDPROCESSING

NEWLY REMODELED - MOVE
IN BONUS. XLarge 2 bdrrn 2 bath
apt. 2 blocks from SJSU. Parking
avail, water/trash paid.wash/ dry FRATERNMES SORORMES
on site Cats OK Well managed CLUBS STUDENT GROUPS
student bldg Also. 3 bdrrn/2 ba
Earn $1,000-$2.000 this
$1.150 and up 408-378-1409
semester, with a proven
CampusFundratser three hour
2 BDRM / 1 BA condo for rent fundraising event Our prograrns
in Blossom Hill area Covered make fundraising easy with no
garage. laundry area and pooi
risks Fundraising dates are
$1550/month includes partial filling quickly. so get with the
utilities. Near Light Rail Hwy 85,
program’ works Contact
shopping. restaurants Move in
Campusfundraiser at
bonus Call 408-691-0853
03881 923-3238 or visit
www campusfundraiser com
(2) EA STUDIO APARTMENTS.
Downtown San Jose. Security MODEL - get paid each month
Eluilding. On-site Parking. Washing tor 2 hours of modeling. Free tor
Facilities, New Paint Asking all-exposure for agent & more.
$750/mo with equal Security No exp needed - we train. Visit
Deposit. Call 408-971-2700 x116 www limelighttalent corn. Call
295-3029.
2 BED /1 BATH 11th x San Carlos
Nice. Clean. Parking. Laundry.
$1250/mo, 995-5525. 316-6996. Advertise In Daily Classifieds!
Advertise In Daily Classifieds!

Name

ANNOUNCEMENTS

SERVICES

Need PHONE JACK Activated? LEARN TO BUILD YOUR OWN
Need a Phone Jack Installecr PC in 1 day 1 student per class
www asaptelecom us 406-8515 ’Hands on Pnce $195 ’We can
meet anytime/clay 408-802-28T7
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
(includes cosmetic) $69 00 per
A NATIONAL HONORS
year Save 30% - 60% For info Organization is seeking highly
call 1-800-655-3225 or
motivated students to assist in
staling a local chapter 3 0
www studentdental com or
www goldenwestdental.com
GPA required. Contact us at:
chaptersOsigmaalphalambda org
SHARED HOUSING in nice quiet
STUDENTS & STAFF
neighborhood M or F OK W/D.
GET FREE HAIRCUT AT TOP
Get 25% DISCOUNT for
$600/mo. Call Nicole 264-3396.
Classified Advertising
SJ SALON. Call 408-984-8288
www salon -salon com
Such a deal’
LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE?
Advertise in Classifieds’
The Spartan Daily
PARENT & CHILD MODELS
needed tor Mothers on a Mission
1st Annual Fashion Show and
Banquet Meeting is Oct. 10 in
SJSU SU-Council Chamber Rm.
for further information contact
Jasmon Jackson 408-260-2876

naltid:a7=1150CfnannTaIMIL3
Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
F our
Three
Two
ive
One
Days Days
Days
Days
Day
$5
3 lines
$7
$9
$11
$13
Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
FflUtatict Doman:
20 consecutive issues receive 10% off
40 consecutive issues receive 20+:. off
50 consecutive issues receive 25% off
local rates apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SJSU students, stet & faculty,
F irst Ilne in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per
ad charge of $3 per word

408-924-327 71111111
408-924-3282
classified@ jmc.sjsu.edu

PliN:
FAX:

IEF1S

VALET PARKERS - Part-time,
evenings & weekends in Los
Gatos and Saratoga. Must be
neat in appearance with good
customer service skills. Must be
able to dnve a 5 speed and
have a valid CDL. Immediate
opening & flexible schedules
available. Eam $7-$8/hr. + tips
Please call 408-364-0240
Golden Gate Valet

in our tickers and dekkos to be real, current and
relevant to the people who watch us."
CNN underwent a makeover a year ago to
add busy graphics to make its screen look like
a computer screen.
Its ratings have been improving among
voune viewers.

ACROSS
1 Running mate
5 Apache trophy
10 Dwell on
14 Peace Prize city
15 Warming drink
IsRubayatauthor
17 Net surfer
18 Stickup
19 Comic-strip
possum
20 Cult
21 In a battle (2 wds )
23 Magazine fillers
25 Roman sun god
26 Hermits
31 Miners quests
35 Web addr
36 River -mouth
deposit
38 Tonto’s Scout
40 Stepped on
42 Wallops
44 Ignore socially
45 Whale finder
47 Out on - 49 Single in Paris
50 Fixed-up building
52 Vastness
54 Gulf st
56 Gold to Pedro
57 Chicken. maybe
(2 wds )
62 Modern art form
66 May honorees
67 Coven member
68 Small guitars
69 Cosmetics brand
70 Senseless
71 Long sentence
72 Say in fun
73 Pushed ahead
74 ’Orinoco Flowsinger

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
MOGIO 0000 0000
UOOMM 01200 0000
MO00000000 0000
Ogg OUUMg UODUU
000040
00MM
UWOMOn MUM
MOOD0 000UOMON
0000 00000 0000
MOMM00014 00000
OMMN 00MMOD
MUM’
MUM
00000 0W000 ONO
OMUU 0000000000
0000 0000 MM000
0000 0000 MMU0
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
22
24
26
27
28
29
30
32

DOWN
1 Part of RSVP
2 To be to Brutus
I

Q

k

33
34

4

le

14

5

1,
r

a
.

le
40

c 2002 Undue Femurs synarat Inc

5.2 02

Mo expense
Threshold
Ski runs
Director Joel Sour
Misplaces
Walk the beat
Mesa dweller
Bing Crosby
tune
Throw a
tantrum
In favor of
Turkey
Lemon
Habits
Glitch
Moll -tech repkca
Moos or
Raines
Not fresh
Put down
slangily
Apathy
Tr ck
,

/3

IF

37 ’Could hear - drop
39 Yield
41 Not a da
43 Eased the way
46 "Kon-Tiki. craft
48 Chilly comment
51 Showed up
(2 wds )
53 Unit
55 Part of PABA
57 Made cloth
58 MD employers
59 Fails to be
60 Sweater letters
61 Teen woe
63 Comparable
64 Stand up to
65 Offshore
66 Army VIP
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Forehead tattoos, violence basis ’PERMITS I $18.50
pass offeredfor $140
of suit against ’Bumfights’ makers

illegal
nature of the posted card.
"We were told to report it if we see
it again," Loi said.
Rahnema said that it is important
of
Department
the
that
Transportation be informed about
this type of advertising.
"The only way we find out is if people call," Rahnema said.
He said it is fairly difficult to find
these permits that have been illegally
transferred.
"Typically, when we have a concem
(about a permit), we track it dovm by
its number," Rahnema said. "Then
we try to find out who has the permit."
The punishment for this illegal
activity could be costly for residents
who participate in it, according to
Rahnema.
"They will be restricted from the
program, and their ability to get permits will be suspended," he said.

conhnuedfrom page 1

bold red letters and others on his arms
and belly. "Who in their right minds is
going to run their heads into a sign?"
The men are seeking unspecified
punitive damages for assault and battery, intentional infliction of emotional distress, civil rights violations and
SAN DIEGO (AP) Two homeother allegations.
less men who say they were paid to
After a three-month criminal inveshurt themselves and beat each other tigation in the San Diego suburb of
for a video sold on the Internet filed La Mesa, prosecutors last month
suit Wednesday against the filmmak- charged four filmmakers with paying
ers, who also face criminal charges.
Brennan and Hannah to commit
Donald Brennan and Rufus Hannah felony assaults on each other.
say the makers of "Bumfights: A
The defendants
Ryan E.
Cause for Concern" took advantage of McPherson, Zachary Bubeck, Daniel
their alcoholism to persuade them to J. Tanner and Michael Slyman
ram their heads into steel doors and have withdrawn their innocent pleas
signs and get "Bumfights" tattoos in or not entered pleas to argue that the
bold letters across their hands and charges have no legal basis.
foreheads.
La Mesa police have said about
"When you’re drinking for 20 years 300,000 copies of the "Bumfights"
as I have, when you don’t have a beer tape have sold at 820 each.
in your hand you would do anything
On the tape, a homeless man is seen
to get one," said Brennan, who bears a ripping out his front tooth with pliers.
"Bumfight" tattoo on his forehead in Another man, a self-described crack

Men claim
filmmakers exploited
their akoholism

addict, sets his head on fire. Others
stomp and pummel each other until
bloody.
"The real bums are the bums behind
the camera, not the ones in front of
the camera," said Browne Greene,
attorney for Brennan and Hannah.
"And those are the ones we’re going
after."
Hannah, a 47-year-old Army veteran, was taken to the hospital
Wednesday after suffering seizures
from repeatedly slamming his head for
the "Bumfights" filmmakers, Greene
said.
Eileen Cornish, a spokeswoman for
Sharp Memorial Hospital in San
Diego, confirmed that Hannah had
been treated for a seizure and released.
Brennan, a 53-year-old Army veteran twice wounded in Vietnam, needed
to have a steel rod inserted in his leg
after breaking it in two places while
fighting with Hannah in a scene that
appears on the video.
Brennan, who has lived on the

streets of his hometown of La Mesa
for 10 years, said the stunts grew
increasingly violent over time.
"I feel like I’ve been deceived,
degraded, manipulated, lied to," he
said.
Brennan said he has stopped drinking, is living in a motel room and
looking for a permanent home.
Besides the four defendants, the suit
names two other men who identified
themselves in press reports as producers of the "Bumfights" video.
It also names James McPherson,
Ryan’s father, who allegedly helped his
son make the tape and hide from
police, said Mark Quigley, attorney for
the plaintiffs.
McPherson has an unlisted phone
number and his son’s attomey did not
immediately return a call seeking
comment.
Attorneys for the defendants have
said their clients never encouraged
violence and that much of the action
was rehearsed.

Rahnema said. "Unfortunately, sometimes it does happen."
Residents living in neighborhoods
included in the program can purchase
permits for 818.50 per year, Rahnema
said, and the asking price for the permits on the board was 8140.
Thanh Loi, a receptionist in the
Student Union information center,
said there aren’t many rules for posting items for sale on the board and
that they don’t screen the cards. In
fact, the only guideline for posting an
item is that it is written on a 3-by-5
index card.
"We look at them, but we usually
don’t read the cards before they are
posted," Loi said. "It is OK for neighbors to post ads too."
She said that people can sell anything from furniture, cars or concert
tickets to textbooks or computers.
A co-worker informed her of the

Eveiy Thursday
1HOUSE OF FLAVORS ICOLLEGE NIGHT)
Oance Party
featuring the Chi Chi Lounge in the front
S5 Cover $3 w/ Student I D
Exotic College Gaines and PrizesIll
I
/Cheap ASS Drink Spenialsin
Doors 9tint

MEDIA I Family used press to keep focus on victims
continuedfrom page 1
them."
His wife, Carole, showed personal
photos during the lecture, including
pictures from the film that had been
discovered at the site where Carole
Sund’s car was found in Long Barn,
north of Yosemite.
They also showed a photo of their
granddaughter and Pelosso when
they were toddlers sitting together,
playing on the bank of a river in
Argentina.
Mrs. Carrington said they used personal photos, like those of Juli Sund
and Pelosso, anecdotally to get media
attention focused back onto their case,
especially during the first month the
three went missing.
"The story began to lag a little bit,
and we wanted to keep the interest, so
we did devise ways to keep visible like
the vigil and the march and with the
pictures of the girls in Argentina that

"When you have missing children and
grandchildren you think about them all the time,
and as every day went by, I was researching and
trying to think of any other way
that I couldfind them."
Francis Carrington, father and grandfather of
Yosemite murder victims Carole and Juli Sund
were very touching," she said.
Mr. Carrington said during the vigil
people spoke out about missing children.
"Missing children was a bigger problem than we realized, but no one was
covering the stories," he said.
Mrs. Carrington said there were a
lot of things specific to the case that
kept the media interested.
"Some of the things that helped

were the connection with Yosemite,
the three women, a red car and a girl
from Argentina. Everybody wants to
go or has been to Yosemite. People
travel with their kids, and this could
have been anybody," she said.
They said they even appeared on a
Syrian television station in a bingo
hall in Modesto to do a half-hour
interview.

Call that Callle in about tile

"After the interview, they played it
all day, off and on, and we felt that was
great because we were still looking for
the girls," she said.
Mr. Carrington said the case
received worldwide attention.
"This case was covered extensively in
Argentina, where it was headline
news," he said.
This event changed their lives in
more ways than the obvious.
Before the murders of their daughter
and granddaughter, Mr. Carrington
said he was a quiet person.
"I was introverted. Our social scene
was our family."
He told the journalism students the
press can put a lot of pressure on law
enforcement.
"It didn’t take me long to figure out
the press was on my side. They wanted to help solve this case."
They said they learned that just talking to the press kept them coming
back.
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MITCHELL I Professor, author
describes her love of dictionaries
continuedfrom page I
power."
The same controversy for the inclusion of slang words, such as "ain’t" in
the 1963 edition of Webster’s dictionary, surrounded lexicographers in the
17th century as well.
Mitchell said the 17th century saw
much middle-class pressure to codify
English standards that were often
willy-nilly with previous upper-class
lexicographers.
"One grammar book might engage
the rules for appropriate comma use
in chapter two, but chapter three
might explain what to do with infected nipples for nursing mothers,"
Mitchell said.
In her discussion, Mitchell
explained early dictionaries back
then were more like media outlets. Dictionaries were amalgamations of advice, gossip, news, theology, medicine, travel guides,
editorial and a number of other
topics than just how to spell and
define words.
"I love dictionaries," Mitchell said.
"When other girls were collecting
dolls, I was collecting and reading
dictionaries."
Some students who attended the
presentation shared the same dictionary-fond sentiments with Mitchell.
"I love dictionaries too," said
Barbara Mendence, a liberal studies
major. "I thought her presentation
was fascinating. Every day we take
dictionaries for granted."
Mendence
said
Mitchell’s
research on dictionaries 2nd grammar books shows what went on
behind the scenes: the blood, sweat
and tears poured over centuries to
flush out and expose the standards,
prejudices and ideologies we now
recognize.
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Coming up Nov. 6, Dwight
Messimer, a military historian, is
slated to speak on the writing of his
book.
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In addition to other colleagues and
professors, some of Mitchell’s previous students came to hear her speak.
"I enjoy hearing about the historical process that lead to our standards of the English language," said
Michael Mussman, an English
major.
The University Scholar Series will
continue to meet this fall in the
Steinbeck Center with McDermand
lining up the key speakers.
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